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MY CHECK ENGINE LIGHT WAS ON, SO MY 
MECHANIC REMOVED THE BULB 

ARE YOU ‘CORRECTING CAUSE’ OR ‘TREATING EFFECTS’?
If you are having a health challenge or crisis, there are 2
ways to “feel” better:

1. By masking normal function
2. By restoring normal function

Imagine your check engine light comes on in your car and
I am your mechanic. If I just ‘treat the symptom’ by
removing the bulb, you wouldn’t think I was a very good
mechanic… You see, the check engine light is the effect,
not the cause of the problem.

OK. So you understand that…

Now let’s talk about you and your health. Imagine you
feel pain and symptoms and you go to the doctor. He
gives you a pill or a shot that dulls the symptom (masks
normal function). Did he correct cause? Or did he treat
your symptom? Did he just remove the light bulb from
your dashboard?

Was this doing you a service? Or a dis service? Did you get
to the root of the cause?

Many of us measure our Health with how we “feel”.We
think “Everythingmust be fine because I feel fine. I have
No Symptoms.” Or… if we are having symptoms our main
objective is to eradicate the symptoms as quickly as
possible so we might feel better… like taking a pill or a
shot that dulls the symptom.

A symptom is not the enemy. A symptom is your friend. A
symptom is there for a reason, it is not a mistake. It is
there to tell you something is going on in your body. A
symptom is the EFFECT of dysfunction in your body. It is
not the CAUSE of dysfunction.

Imagine your child has a fever. Ask yourself: “Why did the
body raise its temperature?” Obviously because it is
fighting something off that cannot survive at the
increased temperature. Now you decide to treat the
symptom (fever) by giving your child pills. The
temperature goes down…

Was this doing your child a service? Or a dis service? Did
you get to the root of the cause?

Our Objective in Chiropractic is to determine if there is
interference to the normal expression of health and life in
your body. If so, we correct the CAUSE of the
interference, not TREAT your symptoms (EFFECT); in
essence, we restore normal function.

Who do you know that is living with lowered health
potential?

SHARE WITH FAMILY AND 
FRIENDS

LAKELAND
C H I R O P R A C T I C 
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220 S Business Park Drive – Unit A4 

Oostburg, WI 53070 
www.lakelandchiro.net

LAKELAND NEWS
“DOCTORED”

 The Film the AMA does not 
want you to see

Wednesday, January 16th, 2013 
@ 6:30pm 

--Elevate your level of thinking.
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